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NEAR-RINGS WITH CHAIN 
CONDITIONS AND NIL-DERIVATIONS

Yong-uk Cho

1. Introduction
In this paper, most of all our near-rings N are zero-symmetric (right) 

near-rings with multiplicative center Z(N). In section 2, we will intro
duce the concepts of GDCC and GACC fbr ideals of N which are 
more generalized concepts of DCC and ACC for ideals of N. Also 
we can consider the concepts of GDCC and GACC fbr 2V-subgroups 
of N, Several important properties of near-ring융 with GDCC(resp. 
GACC) f。호 ideals are investigated and some of the well known prop
erties of ring with DCC(resp. ACC) or properties of near-ring with 
PCC(resp. ACC) on ideals are generalized to the properties of near
ring with GDCC(resp. GACC) on ideals. However for 5-unital near
ring, the notion of GDCC(respt GACC) on ideals is equivalent to that 
of PCC(resp. ACC) on ideals. These statements are motivated from 
the H.Tominaga^s paper [18] in 1980. C.Faith [12] and LN.Herstein 
[14] studied for rings with ascending chain condition on principal an- 
nihilator left ideals and descending chain condition on principal left 
ideals.

We can study the chain conditions on principal 7V-subgroups and 
on principal annhilator left ideals of near-ring as ring case,.and investi
gate relationships between K-regularity, generalized bipotence and on 
GDCC principal 2V-subgroups fbr S-unital near-rings.

In section 3, we will study the derivation on near-rings, a deriva
tion on N is defined to be an additive endomorphism D satisfying the 
product rule D(ab) = D(a)b + aD(b) for all a, b in N. An element a 
of N for which D(a) = 0 is called constant. For a, 6 in N〉the symbol 
[a, i] will denote the commutator ab — ba, the symbol (a, b) will denote
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the additive commutator a + b — a — b and the symbol aob will denote 
the skew commutator ab + ba.

A derivation D will be called centralizing if [D(a), a] £ Z(N) for all 
a in N)skew centralizing if D(a)oa E Z(N) for all a in N, in particualr 
D is called commuting if [Z)(a), a] — 0 for all a in JV, skew commuting if 
D(a) o a = 0 for all a in 2V and an element a of N with [D(a), a] = 0 is 
called commuting. In ring theory, lots of mathematicians , for instance, 
H.E. Bell and G. Mason [3] in 1987, M. Bresar [5], [6], [7] in 1993, [4] 
in 1995, studied these concepts on endomorphisms, automorphisms or 
derivations of prime rings which are derived commutativity.

We shall investigate several charaterizations of near-ring with deti- 
vation and derive that any prime near-ring with derivation and certain 
conditions becomes a commutative ring, in order to preperation for 
proving our theorem, we begin with several useful lemmas.

Finally we consider nilpotent and nil derivation on N. In ring theory 
these concepts axe studied by L.O.Chung and J.Luh [9], [10], [11] in 
1985, and P. Grzeszczuk [1이 in 1992. we shall prove that for a left 
strongly prime near-ring, in particular, prime near-ring with DCC on 
left annihilators, every nil derivation D on a non-zero left ideal of N is 
also nil on N・

2. Near-Rings with Generalized Chain Conditions
Now we will introduce the concepts of generalized chain conditions 

for near-rings that is generalized descending chain condition and gener
alized ascending chain condition with respect to ideals and 2V-subgroups 
of near-rings. For an ideal I of TV and an 2V-subgroup M of N> we de
note that, PM — {x E N\Ilx C Af), for all positive integer i〉we have 
the following ascending chain

M C C I^2M C • • • C I"* C • •-

We say that N satisfies the generalized descending chain condition 
(abbr. GDCC) for ideals if for every descending chain D M2 D

D •… of ideals of N、there exist positive integers p, q such that 
NpMq C Mi for each positive integer i. Dually N satisfies the gener
alized ascending chain condition (abbr. GACC) for ideals if for every 
ascending chain of C M2 C M3 C • • • ideals of TV, there exist 
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positive integers p)q such that Mt C N~pMq for each positive integer 
i.

First we obtain the followi그g remarks of the case 1, if N has the 
DCC for ideals then N has the GDCC for ideals, case 2, if N has the 
ACC for ideals then N has the GACC for ideals, but not conversely 
in general for the case 1 and case 2.

Indeed, for the case 1, let Mi D AM D D • • • be any descending 
chain of ideals pf N. Since N has the DCC for ideals, there exists a 
positive integer q such that Mq = = • • • , that is, Mq C Mt for
all positive integer i, for each fixed positive integer p, we get

NpMq C NMq C Mg C Mt

for all positive integer i. Consequently N has the GDCC for ideals. 
For the case 2, let C A金 C C • • • be arbitraxy ascending chain 
of ideals. From the fact that N has the ACC for ideals, there exists a 
positive integer q such that Mq = Mg+i = • •、that is, Mt C Mq for 
all positive integer i Thus we obtain for each fixed positive integer p,

NpMt C NM* GMiC Mq, that is. Mt C N~pMq, 

for all positive integer i. Hence N has the GACC for ideals. Next 
there are several examples which are near-ring with GDCC or GACC 
for ideals but not DCC or ACC for ideals in the following.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Any near-ring with trivial multiplication satisfies both the 
GDCC and the GACC for ideals.
Every nilpotent near-ring has both the GDCC and the GACC 
for ideals, for concrete examples ]V = {(: 甘)g € Z} is 

nilpotent near-ring which has the GDCC and DCC for ideals, 
similarly for IV = {(: ：) |g € Q}.

N =〈(也 2 ) € Q} is non-nilpotent near-ring, has
\Q2 U 丿

the GDCC but not the DCC for ideals.
IV = {(； |a G Z,g g Q} is a near-ring with the GACC 

but not the ACC for ideals.
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(5) The p-adic group Zpoo with trivial multiplication is a. near ru^g. 
Using the similar properties of ring ideals, we see that it has 
the GDCC but not has the DCC for ideals.

PROPOSITION 2.1. The following statements are equiva^ n^
(1) N satisfies the GDCC for ideals.
(2) For each descending chain D D M3 二)•…of of 

N、there exists a positive integer p such that NPMP C M，for 
all positive integer i.

(3) Every direct summand ideal of N satisfies the GDCC for L leals 
ofN.

(4) For each non-empty family :F of ideals of N、there exists an 
ideal K in K and a positive integer p such that NPK G J hr 
all J in satisfying J C K.

Proof. (2) => (1). It is obvious from the definition of GDCC for 
ideals. To show that (1) => (2), assume that N satisfies the GDCC 
for ideals. Let D D M3 二)…be a descending chain of ideals of 
TV. Since N has the GDCC for ideals, there exist positive integers r and 
q, we have NrKq C Kt for all positive integer i. Putting p = max{r, q} 
we see that NPKP C NrKq C Kt for all positive integer z.
(1) <=》(3). It is clear.

(4) =수 (1). The condition (4) implies that N satisfies GDCC for 
ideals by using the notion of GDCC with respect to any descending 
사lain of ideals of N. Now we will show that ⑴ =》(4). Suppose that 
N has the GDCC for ideals, and 芬 is a non-empty family of ideals of N. 
Assume the condition (4) does not hold for :F. Take any Ki E :F、Then 
there exists an element K2 E such that Kx D K2 but NK\ g K» 
For this K2 the호e exists an element K3 in T such that K2 D K3 and 
N2K2 Z K3. Continuing these procedure till n — 2 step, for Kn-i in 
3* there exist요 an element Kn in T we have that Kn^y □ Kn and 

么 Kn and so forth. Thus there exists a descending chain 
Mi D M2 D M3 D • • • of ideals such that Nn~xKn-i g Kn for all 
positive integer n. 꼬his statement violates the hypothesis of N which 
satisfies GDCC for ideals. □

We obtain the dual statements of the previous proposition as fol
lowing statement.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) N satisfies the GACC for ideals.
(2) For every ascending chain Mi C M2 C M3 C • • • of ideals of 

TV, there exists a positive integer p such that Mt C N~PMP for 
all positive integer i.

(3) Every ideal of N satisfies the GACC for ideals of N.
(4) For each non-empty family :F of ideals of N, there exists an 

element K of and a positive integer p such that J C N~PK 
for all J in satisfying K U

LEMMA 2.3. Let and M be 7V2 two near-rings, and let f : N\ —> N? 
be a near-rin^ epimorphism. Then

(1) If Ni satisfies the GDCC on ideals, then so is N@・
(2) If N\ satisfies the GACC on ideaisf then so is N2.

Proof. (1) Let K】 D K2 D K3 D • • • be a descending 사lain of ideals 
of N2, then we have that

厂'(Ki) D jL(K2)D 厂】(砥)D …

is a descending chain of ideals of N\. By hypothesis of N\ which sat
isfies the GDCC on ideals, there exists a positive integer p such that 
N：j7(K@) C J—【(KJ for all positive integer i. Using the propo
sition 2.1 (2). This implies that ｛厂'(]&)｝卩 C 广"(K), that is, 
厂'(N*K，C for all positive integer i. Since / is an epimor
phism we see that N^Kp C Kv for all positive integer 當 Consequently 
N2 satisfies the GDCC on ideals.
(2) Assume that 叩 satisfies the GACC on ideals. Let Ki U 瓦(二 

K3 U be an ascending chain of ideals of Then we obtain that

」L(K])UjT(K2)UfT(K3)U …

is an ascending chain of ideals of AJ. Because N\ satisfies the GACC 
on ideals, there exists a positive integer p such that NxpC 
y-1(Xp) for all positive integer i, from the proposition 2.2 (2). This 
inclusion implies that 厂'(」侦玦、)C 厂'(Kp) for all positive integer 
i. Since / is an epimorphism we know that N^pKt C 舟，that is, 
Kt C N^~PKP for all positive integer z. Hence N2 has the GACC on 
ideals. □
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모he following important statements are generalization of theorem 
2.35 in [16] for neax-rings.

THEOREM 2.4. Let I be a direct summand ideal of any left near
ring N. Then

(1) N satisfies the GDCC on ideals if and only if both I and N/I 
satisfy the GDCC on ideals.

(2) N satisfies the GACC for ideals if and only if both I and N/I 
satisfy the GACC for ideals.

Proof. The only if parts of (1) and (2) follow from the proposition욥 

2.1 (3), 2.2 ⑶ and Lemina 2.3 (1) and (2). It is sufficient to prove the 
if parts of the statements (1) and (2).
(1) Assume that both I and N/I satisfy 나le GDCC on ideals. Let 
岛。珞 二)K3 二)… be a descending chain of ideals of N. Then

KiQlD K2DlDK3nlD--

is a descending chain of ideals of I and

(Ki + 1)/1 D (K2 +1)/1 □ (K3 + Z)/ID---

is a descending chain of ideals of N/I. Applying the proposition 2.1
(2) , there exists a positive integer p such that

沼{(Kp + /)/J}u (氏+ /)//

and
Np(Kp n I) CKt Cl I

for all positive integer I. Taking any positive integer j and any rx,r2,.. - , rp 
in N、for each element x in Kp we obtain

nr2 - • • rp(x + 1) C NP(KP + Z) C Kp+3 + Z.

Since 0 G I, there exist k in Kp+j and a in I, r^r2 - - - rpx = fc + But, 
we see that a e Kp so that aE Kpf} I. Hence

Npa C MU nZ)C Kp^3 n/C Kg.
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Finally,

Nprxr2 • • • 質广 = NP« + a) C Npk + N조a C Kp^3.

Thus N2px C K꺼。that is, N2pKp C Kp+j. Since j is arbitrary posi
tive integer, N2pKp C Kt for each positive integer z > p. By proposition 
2.1, N satisfies the GDCC on ideals.
(2) Assume that I and N/I have both the GACC on ideals. Let 
Ki (Z K2 C K3 C , •' be an ascending chain of ideals of N小 Then we 
get that

Kxr\i c k2c\i c K3r\i c*-

is an ascending chain of ideals of I and

(Ki + 1)/1 C (玲 +1)/1 C (K3 +1)/1 U ・•・

is an ascending chain of ideals of N/I. So that, there exists a positive 
integer p such that

NP{(Kt +1)/1} C(Kp +1)/1

and
NWJJ A I) C Cl I

fo흐 all positive integer i. Taking any positive integer j and any r1, r2,... , rp 
in TV, fo호 each element x in Kp^.j^ we obtain that

nrs-'-r/x + I) C 】VP(K,+j + J) C Kp +1

for some k G Kp and a in I, ryr^ • - • rpx = k + a. But a G Kp+了 from 
this a e Kp* n I. Thus

Npa C NP(Kpf nl)C Kp+j QlcKpni.

Finally we conclude that,

N?r貞2 , • = Np(^k + a) U Npk + Npa C Kp,

Thus N2p C Kp、namely, N2pKp^3 C Kp. Since j is arbitrary positive 
integer, this inclusion implies N2pKt C Kp fbr all positive integer i > p. 
From proposition 2.2, N satisfies 난le GACC on ideals. □
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COROLLARY 2.5. Let N be a left near-ring.
(1) A finite direct sum of ideals has the GDCC on ideals if and 

only if each summand has the GDCC on its ideals.
(2) A finite direct sum of ideals has the GACC on ideals if and 

only if each summand has the GACC on its ideals.

A near-ring N is called S-unital if a € Na for each a in N and N 
is called left bipotent if Na = Na2 for all a in N・ For examples, every 
near-ring with left identity is 5-unital and any Boolean near-ring is a 
left bipotent near-ring. We note that for any ideal (resp. 7V-subgroup) 
Z of an 5-unital near-ring TV, we can construct that I = NI = JV여/ =

LEMMA 2.6. Let N be an arbitrary S-unital Then we
have:

(1) N satisfies the GDCC on ideals (resp. N-subgroup) if and 
only if N satisfies the DCC on ideals (resp. N-subgroup).

(2) N satisfies the GACC on ideals (resp. N-subgroup) if and 
only if N satisfies the ACC on ideals (resp. N-subgroup).

Proof. (1) Suppose that N has the GDCC on ideals. If 二)

3 M3 二)… is a descending chain of ideals of TV, then there exists 
a positive integer p such that NPMP C Mx for all positive integer i. 
Thus we conclude that

Mp = NMP = N2MP = . . ・ = N초Mp C

for all positive integer z, that is, there exists a positive integer p such 
that

Mp = A/p-pi =…

Therefore N has the DCC for ideals. The converse statement is 
proved by the previous remark. Similaxy we have (2). □

A near-ring N is called left K-regular if for every element a in N 
there exists an element x in N and some positive integer n such that 
an = xan+1, similarly for right K-regular. These concepts are more 
general concepts of left regularity and right regularity of near-ring (or 
ring), N is said to be generalized left bipotent (abbr. GLB) if for any 
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element a in N、there exists a positive integer n, such that Nan = 
Nan+1^ similarly, for GBR. These concepts axe generalized notion of 
left bipotent and right bipotent.

For each a in JV, Na is called a principal N-subgroup of TV, and 
(0 : a) = (x E N\xa = 0} is denoted 나比 (left) annihilator of a in JV 
which is called a principal annihilator left ideal of N relative to a. We 
see that Na D Na2, D TVa3 D • - • is a descending chain of principal N- 
subgroups of N and (0 : a) C (0 : a2) C (0 : a3) C • • ■ is an ascending 
chain of principal annihilator left ideals of N.

THEOREM 2.7. Let N be any S-unital near-ring. 꼬hei? the fbZIoi祈ng 
statements are equivalent :

(1) N is left K-regular.
(2) N satisfies the DCC for principal N-subgroups of N.
(3) N satisSes the GDCC for principal N-subgroups of N.
(4) N is GLB.

Proof. (2)스=>(3) is proved by Lemma 2.6. We shall onlly show that 
(1)==A(2). The remainder implications are left to the readers. Assume 
that N is left K-regular. Let a in TV and consider

Na D Na2 D Na3 D •••

is a descending chain of principal 7V-subgroups of N, Since N is left 
K-regular there exists an element x in N and a positive integer n such 
that an = xa71^1. On the other hand

Nan = Nxan+1 C Nan^ = Naan C Nan.

Thus we obtain the equality Nan = JVan+1. Using the similar method 
continuously, we have the following :

NZ = Na 서「2 = 阮나3 = …

Therefore, N satisfies the DCC for principal JV-subgroups of N. □
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3・ Near-Rings with Associative-Derivations and 
Nil-Derivations

For any subset S of N> we write Z(S) the center of S and put A is 
a non-zero AT-subgroup of N. We now introduce the following special 
near-rings which are well known facts in [16] : A near-ring is reduced if 
N has no non-zero nilpotent elements, is prime if a, 6 € JV and aNb = 0 
implies a — 0 or & = 0 and has the insertion of factors property (a&6r. 
IFP) provided that ab = 0 implies axb = 0 for all x in N.

LEMMA 3.1. Let N be any near-ring.
(1) If N is reduced then N has the IFP.
(2) N has the IFP if and only if for any a in N、(0 : a) is ideal of 

N if and only if for any S C N^(0 : S) is an ideal of TV.

A derivation D on N is said to be nilpotent if there is a positive 
integer n such that Dn(a) = 0 for all a in N. The least 용uch number 
is called the index of nilpotency of D, denoted by n = nzZ(P). D is 
said to be nil if for each a in TV, there is a natural number n (depend
ing on a) such that Dn(d) = 0. The least such number is called the 
index of nilpotency of D with respect to a, denoted by nil(D,a). Ob
viously nilpotent derivation is nil, but not vice versa. The latter can 
be seen from the following example : Consider R\x]y the near-ring of 
polynomials over a commutative ring R. Let D be ordinary derivation 
:D(xn) = It is routine to see that D is nil but not nilpotent.

THEOREM 3.2. Let D be a derivation on a reduced near-ring N・ 
Then every annihilator ideal is invariant under D. Moreover, we have 
ascending chain of annihilator ideals taking D repeatedly.

Proof. Let S be any subset of N. Consider (0 : S) as annihilator 
ideal of N with respect to S. We must show that D{(Q : S)} C (0 : S). 
In fact, let x G (0 : S), that is, xs — 0 for all s in S. Taking D, we have 
0 = D(xs) — D(x)s + sD(x), Multiplying s to the right side of this 
equality, 0 = D(x)s2+xD(s)s. Since N is reduced by Lemma 3.1 (1), N 
has the IFP, so that 9江)(s)s = 0. Hence we get D(x)s2 = 0 for all s in 
S. Again multiplying D(x) to the left side of 妒=0, (2?(a;)5)2 = 0. 
Because N is reduced we see that D(x)s = 0 for all s in S. Therefore 
-D(x) G (0 : S). Moreover, let zs = 0 for all s in S. Taking derivation 
2?, 0 = D(xs) — D(x)s + /)($). Multiplying x to the left side of this 
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equality, 0 = xD(x) + x2D(s). Since N is reduced, we apply lemma 
3.1, so we get xD(x)s = 0 and/D(s) = 0. F¥om this latter equality 
we get xD(s) = 0 for all s in S by using reducidility and multiplying 
D(s) to the right side. Consequently we obtain xD(s) = 0. Hence 
x € (0 : D(S)). The proof of this last statement is that (0 : D(S)) C 
(0 :刀2(S)).

Next we put D(S) = 이 and again, taking the above procedure 
to S' we obtain the inclusion (0 : S') C (0 : P(SZ)), that is to say, 
(0 : D(S)) C (0 : D2(5)) if we can repeat this procedure continuously, 
we have the following ascending chain of annihilator ideals of N :

(0 : S) C (0 : D(S)) C (0 :刀2($))(二…

In particular for any a in TV we obtain that

(0 : a) C (0 : B(a)) C (0 : D2(a)) U …

as ascending chain of principal annihilator ideals of TV by D talcing 
repeatdly. □

From the Theorem 3.2, we have the following property of nil deriva
tion.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let D be a nil derivation on a reduced near-ring 
N. Then N has the ACC on principal annihilator ideals of N by taking 
D repeatedly.

Lemma 3NL Let D be a derivation on N. Then N satisfies the 
following distributive law

a(P(ic)) = a(D(5)c + &D(c)) = aD(b)c + abD(c)

for all a, &, c in N.

Proof. From the expression for D((a&)c) = D(a(5c))? we have the 
result. □

LEMMA 3.5. Let D be any derivation on N. If a in A is not a right 
zero divisor and a is commuting or skew commuting element then for 
any element b in N、(a, b) is constant.

Proof. From the equality (a + b)a = a2 + 6a, we obtain

D(a)a + D(b)a + aD(a) + 6B(a) = D(a)a + aZ)(a) + D(b)a + &D(a).
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First for a is commuting this equation reduces to

{0(a) + D(6) - P(a) - P(&)} = 0,

that is, D(a + b — a — b)a = 0. Since a is not a right zero divisor 
J9(a, b) = D(u + b — a — b) = 0.

Second for a is skew commuting, since D(a)a = —aP(a), above 
equation reduces to

D(b)a — D(a)a = —D(d)a +

that is, D(a + b — a — b) = 0. Because a is not a right zero divisor 
D(a, &) = D(a + 6 — a — fe) = 0. Therefore, in. the above both case, we 
see that (a, b) is constant. □

PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose a near-ring N has no non-zero divisors 
of zero. If N has a nontrivial commuting or skew commuting derivation 
D, then N becomes an abelian near-ring.

Proof. Let c be any additive commutator in N. Then c is a con
stant by Lemma 3.4. Moreover, for any x in N、ex is also an additive 
commutator, hence also a constant. Thus we have that 0 = D(cx)= 
D(c)x + cD(x) and cD(x) = 0. Since D is nontrivial, there exists y 
in N such that D(y)尹 0. So we see that cD(y) = 0. Applying N 
as no nonzero divisors of zero we conclude that c = 0. Hence N is 
abelian. □

THEOREM 3.6. Let N be a prime near-ring with IFP.
(1) If (A, +) is abelian, then TV is an abelian near-ring.
(2) If (A,) is commutative, then N is a commutative near-ring.

Proof. (1) Let x^y be in N and a in A. Since A is an additive abelian 
iV-subgroup we have the f이lowing equality :

xa + xa + ya + ya ~ xa + ya + xa + ya.

After we take the left and right cancellation, this equation becomes 
(w, g)a = (x+y—x—y)a = 0. From the fact N has the IFP^x^y)Na = 
0. Taking a is a nonzero element of A and using the fact N is prime, 
then (a%) = 0. Whence 2V is an abelian near-ring.
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(2) Let be any elements in N and take a and b are both nonzero 
element of A. Since A is a commutative 2V-subgroup, we obtain the 
following equations :

\x^y]ab = xyab—yxab = xyab—ybxa = xayb—ybxa = ybxa — ybxa = 0.

From the fact N has the IFR [x, y]aNb = 0. We can apply that N 
is prime, then \x^y\a = 0. Again from the fact that N is the IFPy 
we have [x^y]Na = 0, and again applying the property N is prime, 
consequently we get [x^y] = 0. Therefore N is commutative. □

We note that in Theorem 3.6. for any prime near-ring N with IFF, 
if A is 교。nzero additive abelian commutative 7V-subgroup, then N 
becomes a commutative ring.

A near-ring N is said to be left strongly prime if every non-zero 
left ideal of N contains a finite set whose left annihilator ideal is zero. 
Reduced prime Goldie near-rings and reduced prime near-ring with 
DCC on left annihilators are examples of left strongly prime near- 
rings. A교 ideal I oi N satisfying D(I) C I is called a D-ideal,

LEMMA 3.7. Let D be a derivation on a near-ring N. Then, for each 
positive integer k, there exist integers 이$(0 < i < A:) such, that

k
= 侦」DU 算I기 (而)

t=0
i=0 for all x^y in N.

Proof. We proceed by induction on k. Obviously, D(x)y = D(xy)— 
xD(y\ Hence, we can put clj0 = 1 and 力“ =—1. Since

D\z}y = D(Dk-\x^y = D(Dk~\x)y) - Dk~\x)D(y),

we can choose 이宇 as follows that

아:,。= 이;-1,0 = l,cktk = = (-l)fc and cfe)l =

(0 < i < fc). Consequently we see that
k

Q%以/ = £ 아,,」驴T(』기(g)) 
t-0

for all y in N. □
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Let N be a left strongly prme near~ring and D 
a derivation on N. If D is nil on a non-zero D4eft ideal of N then D 
is a nil derivation on N.

Proof. Let Z be a non-zero P-left ideal of N. By hypothesis, I con
tains a finite set F with (0 : F) = {0}. There exists a positive integer 
m such that Dm(x) = 0 for all x in F. Let a be an arbitrary element of 
N. Then we can choose a positive i교teger n such that Dn(aDt(x)) = 0 
for all z(0 < 2 < m — 1) and all x in F. Then, by Lemma 3.7, we have 
Pm+n-1(a)x = 0 for all x in F, and therefore Dm+n~1(a)F = 0. Since 
(0 ： 1구) = {0}, we conclude that j9m+n~1(a) = 0, for all a in TV, which 
proves that D is nil on N. □
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